You didn’t just come for fun. You came for an
all-out, wall-to-wall, epic experience. The kind
with an iconic boxing ring, unforgettable Cirque
shows, celebrity chefs and unbeatable nightlife. In
other words, you came to live Vegas to the fullest.

POINTS OF DISTINCTION
Guest Rooms

6,852

Stay Well Rooms

507

SKYLOFTS

51

ACCESS
Centrally located in the heart of the
Las Vegas Strip at the intersection of
Tropicana Avenue and Las Vegas Boulevard.

Grand King

ACCOMMODATIONS
When you can boast more rooms than any other
single hotel in the world and an unmatched
range of amazing amenities and different types
of accommodations, “we have what you’re
looking for” goes without saying. Throughout our
exceptional hotel, you will find everything you
desire — amazing views, in-room bars, hot tubs,
pools, world-class service and so much more. We
also offer plenty of room for rejuvenation in our
Stay Well rooms, combining the latest wellness
technologies from Delos, the Cleveland Clinic
and Dr. Deepak Chopra. For guests looking for a
place to crash in between Las Vegas adventures,
they’re going to get way more than they bargained
for. For those who want their accommodations
to be an experience in itself, we’ll exceed their
expectations every time.

Executive Suite
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SKYLOF TS Suite

Morimoto Las Vegas

Level Up

TAP Sports Bar

Hakkasan

MGM Grand Pool

K À™ by Cirque du Soleil ®

DINING & RECREATION
You want award-winning, Michelin-rated celebrity
chefs? We’ve got more than anyone including Masaharu
Morimoto, Tom Colicchio, Wolfgang Puck, Emeril
Lagasse and Joël Robuchon. Enjoy a wide range of
excellent options like Hecho En Vegas, Crush, Hakkasan,
Pieology, Corner Cakes and so many more.

We’ve even got a world-class buffet serving up endless options
for breakfast, lunch or dinner — seafood, carving stations,
amazing desserts ... the list goes on. From foodies to picky
eaters, those that want to grab and go or those that desire
experiencing a meal dining out, this is where you will find it.
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